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Fox on the run
The October PCARA Membership Meeting was on
Saturday October 2, 2021 at the John C. Hart Memorial
Library in Shrub Oak, NY. Fourteen members were in
attendance to enjoy the beautiful Autumn weather on
the lawn of the library. We discussed upcoming events
such as the New York QSO Party and the Harry Chapin
Memorial Run Against Hunger. A PCARA V.E. Test
Session was scheduled for 11:00 a.m. following the
meeting — which unfortunately had no candidates.
Well-attended PCARA Breakfast on Saturday October 23.

October meeting on the lawn at John C. Hart Library.

On October 16, 2021 PCARA participated in the
New York QSO Party (NYQP). PCARA was represented
by Joe WA2MCR, Malcolm NM9J, and Nick KD2SKY
from Joe’s home QTH, while David K2WPM was doing
double-double duty by operating NYQP and Parks-onthe-Air (POTA) from two different locations. Talk about
dedication! [Reports on pages 8 - 9 -Ed.]
PCARA in conjunction with WECA provided communication support for the 41st Annual Harry Chapin
Memorial Run Against Hunger in Croton-on-Hudson,
NY on Sunday October 16, 2021. Net control was run
out of the Westchester County RACES vehicle parked
near Croton-Harmon High School with members from
both clubs covering stations for each of the three
events/races. Although amateur operator attendance
was a bit sparse, we managed to cover each of the
courses well. Thank you to all the participants from
both groups who turned out to help. Here’s looking forward to the 42nd Annual Harry Chapin Memorial Run
Against Hunger.
On the evening of Monday October 18, 2021 Jay
NE2Q conducted a 10 meter simplex net with a group
of PCARA members in our region. S-meter readings

were recorded at several power settings by participating stations. This helps give us an idea of 10 meter
propagation between stations in our area should we
need an alternative way to communicate. Thanks to Jay
and everyone who participated.
Another encore Zoom presentation of “Magic of
Amateur Radio” was given by Todd N2MUZ on Friday
October 22, 2021. There were seven attendees including a teacher from Putnam/Northern Westchester
BOCES, interested in getting students involved with
amateur radio! This could be the beginning of a “beautiful friendship.” Thanks to Lou KD2ITZ for reaching
out to his contacts at BOCES and getting them interested in amateur radio and PCARA.
Saturday October 23, 2021 saw another epic
Continued on p 2 �
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Downing Park in Yorktown Heights. There was a phenomenal turnout of 18+ people! As usual there were multiple conversations taking
place, and even a “Go Box”
show-and-tell by Jared
KD2HXZ. The breakfast was
followed by an On-Foot Foxhunt right next door in FDR
State Park. There were 10 participants – three teams of two,
and four individual hunters.
Al K2DMV was in charge of
the fox and gave the hunters a
workout by secreting the furry
little beast a significant distance from the starting point.
Please see the detailed article
in this month’s edition of the
Al K2DMV and the fox.
Update. Thanks Al!
[AD2CT pic.]
Our next scheduled
PCARA Membership Meeting is on Saturday November 6, 2021 at 9:00 a.m. at the Cortlandt Town Center
Community Room (CUE) in Mohegan Lake, NY. Among
items on the agenda are nominations for two Director
positions assigned to
President
and Secretary, to be
elected in
December.
Following
the November meeting
will be a
PCARA V.E.
Test Session
at
Location of CUE Room in the Cortlandt
11:00 a.m.
Town Center.
at the John
C. Hart Memorial Library in Shrub Oak, NY. If you are
aware of anyone interested in taking an exam, please
let them know. Spread the word!
For the November 2021 PCARA Breakfast we will
be returning to Uncle Giuseppe’s Marketplace in Yorktown Heights, NY, for the first time since March 2020.
I can’t wait!
I look forward to seeing each of you at the November 6, 2021 PCARA Membership Meeting at the CUE
Room in the Cortlandt Town Center. Until then please
stay safe and take care!
-73 de Greg, KB2CQE

PCARA Board
President:
Greg Appleyard, KB2CQE; kb2cqe ‘at’ arrl.net
Vice President:
Bob Tarsio, N2CBH; bob ‘at’ broadcast-devices.com
Secretary:
Lou Cassetta, KD2ITZ; radiocassetta ‘at’ gmail.com
Treasurer:
David Fredsall KD2EVI; joanndavidss88 ‘at’ verizon.net
Director:
Mike Dvorozniak, W2IG
Vice President Emeritus: Joe Calabrese, WA2MCR.

Net night
Peekskill/Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association
holds a roundtable net on Tuesday evenings at
8:00 p.m. and a directed ‘Old Goats’ net on Thursday
evenings at 8:00 p.m. Both events take place on the
146.67 MHz W2NYW repeater, offset -0.600, PL
156.7 Hz.
Join the roundtable to find out what members
have been doing or join the Old Goats with net control
Karl N2KZ for news and neighborly information.

V.E. Test Session
Following the November monthly meeting in the
Cortlandt Town Center CUE room, PCARA’s next V.E.
Test Session will take place at 11:00 a.m. on Saturday
November 6th, outdoors at the John C. Hart Library,
1130 E Main St, Shrub Oak. Candidates must contact
V.E. Team Liaison Mike W2IG before the test session using: w2igg‘at’yahoo.com.
New candidates
Prior to the test, first-time candidates will need to
obtain an FCC Registration Number (FRN) from the
FCC’s Commission Registration System (CORES). Instructions on registering with CORES to obtain an FRN
and password are available on the FCC’s web site:
https://www.fcc.gov/wireless/support/universal-licensing-system-uls-resources/getting-fcc-registration-number-frn

Candidates should bring the usual requirements
for a V.E. Test Session — FRN, Photo ID, printed copy
of current license (if applicable), any relevant CSCEs
and test fee. The fee for 2021 is still $15.00 per test or
re-sit.
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Adventures in DXing
- N2KZ

It’s About Time
Time never stops but it can be delayed. Broadcasting becomes very complicated when it does! Remember
when you heard a top-of-the-hour time announcement
and the ping was exactly correct? Now it can be 10...
20... even 30 seconds late! Why?
Did you ever switch back and forth between several stations in the same network — radio or TV — and
notice that none of them is in sync with each other?
One may be ten seconds ahead. Another would be
20 seconds later. Have you ever been in an appliance
and department store and noticed that you no longer
hear sound when you see all the screens displayed? If
the sound is up, you’ll hear the
classic Yankee Stadium effect of
many endless echoes coming
back to your ears... “and at third
base base base base...” You know... It
didn’t used to be that way! There
are many reasons for this oddity
and you can blame it all on digital transmission. It’s about time!
Old fashioned analog radio and television signals
literally traveled at the speed of light — and all at the
very same time in synchronicity. Yesterday’s basic electronic designs did not require microprocessors and
other dense and complex circuitry to complete their
tasks. Analog video and audio flew to your home lightning fast. Why did everything slow down?
Welcome to the new age of digital technologies!
You might still think that you can simply create video
and audio, transmit it... and it comes out the other end
for everyone to watch. Digital transmission offers
tremendous improvements and sophistication but there
is a price. Today’s world of video and audio is complicated. Everything you see and hear when you watch today’s television has been converted to ones and zeroes
and then converted back again many times. All sorts of
support data must be included to support these tasks.
Each and every operation requires a moment to complete. There is quite a party going on!

DVD. Add program information text, Nielsen ratings
data, diagnostic analytical data...You will wonder how
engineers squeeze it all in!

Audio caption delay. Equipment shown includes AERO.100
DTV audio processors, iCap caption encoders for incorporating closed captioning of live broadcasts and TSS-2470
broadcast time delay server. [N2KZ pics.]

Who needs human beings? Several companies now
market closed captioning encoders that incorporate audio recognition AI. A support computer actually listens
to broadcast audio and translates what it hears into
text data that can be read on-screen. Not only does the
system have the ability to learn and refine the accuracy
of what it hears, it can substitute one word for another.
Obscene language can be censored by a computer!
A very common feature used nearly everywhere in
broadcasting are digital automatic changeover
switches. Is your broadcast sitting in black, motionless
or mute for more than a few seconds? An ACO (automatic cut-over) switch will automatically revert to a
backup or alternate source and get the programming to
continue on its way! No need to wait for a human being to react to ‘dead air!’
Not complicated enough? You need the ability to
navigate through the endless myriad of video transmission standards. ABC and Fox and many cable television
delivery systems are in 720p. CBS and NBC remain vigilant broadcasting full 1080i resolution. Online you can
see 1080p and even Ultra-HD in 4 or 8 or 12K. Data
within the broadcast signal manages all these decisions. Hopefully you will see a picture no matter what
we send you! All of these complex tasks take time to
process.
Let’s not forget audio! Broadcasters are obsessed
with surround sound and often upconvert traditional
stereo (or even mono) to 6 channels to immerse you as
you listen. Will we broadcast in discreet 6 channel audio or encode it all into two channels of Dolby? Will extra languages or descriptive versions be added? The
variables go on and on! Would you believe that there is
incredibly robust ‘watermark data’ hidden within most
major broadcasters’ audio carrying a station ID and
more?

Magic To Do
How does it all happen? Here is a sample of the
complexity of today’s TV and streaming: Automatic
Format Descriptor switches picture perspective from
4×3 to 16×9. Auxiliary data controls all picture elements like brightness and contrast and even interpolates colors to become ‘legal’ within the confines of the
digital system we use. More ingredients include closed
captioning and teletext, V-chip to encode ratings data,
CGMS (copy generation management system) to prescribe how many (if any) copies you can record to
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My question: How many people do you know who
actually listen to broadcasts in properly installed surround sound? How many people can actually tell the
difference between all of the different video standards
available? Does HDTV simply equate to just a big
screen? One can only wonder!
Long Distance Delays
All program delays are not necessarily digital.
When you send a broadcast by terrestrial means (directly over the surface of the Earth) your signal travels
only thousands of miles at best. Simple overland wire
and support electronics are cumbersome and expensive
to run to every affiliate in a network. Wouldn’t it be
better to relay your
shows with a satellite
up in the sky that everyone could see?
Broadcast distribution
would be so simple!
Think again!
Analog geosynchronous satellite
Relay of television pictures from transmission became
space began in 1962 with non- practical and costsynchronous satellite Telstar 1. effective in the late
1970s and the results
were amazing! Video and audio from faraway places
now arrived remarkably vibrant and clean like never
before. It was a major milestone towards gracefully delivering the world to your living room in real time.
Satellite broadcasts have to travel a very long way
to use this technology. To perfectly follow the rotation
of the Earth, communication satellites have to orbit approximately 22,236 miles above the Earth. To send a
signal up to a satellite and then back down to Earth requires a round-trip of at least twice as far.
Consider the path from New York to Los Angeles.
Satellite relays must travel over 40,000 miles in space
compared to 2,500 miles over land from coast to coast.
Even at the speed of light, single hop long distance
satellite broadcasts may take several seconds* to reach
their target. It takes time!
[* 240 - 280 milliseconds of the single hop delay is due to the
speed of propagation of electromagnetic waves – Ed.]

If your signal needs to be seen beyond the horizon
of one satellite, you must arrange a multi-hop path. Uplink your signal to the satellite and downlink it on the
West Coast. Pass your signal to a second uplink to
downlink it in Tokyo or Sydney. Now it takes twice the
time!
And a One... And a Zero
Television transmission is only part of the story.
Time delays begin inside the broadcast studio where
your show originates. Equipment rooms are just filled

with necessary electronics. Miracles are made here.
They’ll be done in a second... just wait!

Part of the equipment room at a TV distribution facility.

Long before over-the-air digital television transmission was adopted, various in-studio digital processing devices were invented and introduced providing all
sorts of improvements. Throughout the 1980s and
1990s picture-in-picture effects, snazzy graphics and
animations, advanced camera electronics for clearer
brighter pictures and fancy ways of stabilizing imperfect sources all began using newfangled integrated circuits to come to life.
This step forward also included audio! As the
video magic was performed, the pictures took more
and more time to be processed. The audio remained
untouched and was now ahead of the now-delayed pictures. Fear not... a cure was found!
Never Miss a Beat
Enter the
concept of a digital bucket-brigade. Circuitry
was designed to
digitize the audio (or video)
and place the in- Original 5 pail per second bucket brigade.
formation in a
succession of virtual buckets that could be
delayed to offset the time needed by the
video processing. If you adjusted the speed
of the buckets just so, the audio would revert back into synchronicity with the video
and you would never know what happened. This entire system, video and audio,
is now a single printed circuit card called a
frame synchronizer and has become a standard tool for all who produce television.
Today’s frame syncs refresh the contents of
the entire digital stream! Brilliant!
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Alignment of video and audio, from end to end,
becomes an easy task with clever diagnostic software. A
company called Pro-Bel markets a nifty application and
signal generator system called VALID8 — Video Audio
Lineup and ID 8 (referring to eight tracks of audio.)
Their custom transmission device produces spinning
wheel video animation including microsecond fast
flashes that correspond with tiny blips of audio. The
matching receiver monitors the result at the very end of
your program stream. Adjust your frame synchronizer
until the on-screen readouts read exactly zero and you
will be in absolute perfect lip-sync. The system is remarkable and very, very useful!

Pro-Bel’s VALID8 provides broadcasters with the ability to
check whether video and audio are still in sync. VALID8
displays information about the time discrepancies between video and audio signal paths.

21st Century Buckets
The digital bucket brigade concept can be implemented for audio, video and data management. Transporting a wide variety of content to all sorts of mobile
and home devices requires a robust system for seamless
delivery no matter where you are. Without this timebuffered circuitry, every time you suffer a slight drop in
signal, your digital output would snap-crackle-pop
making the end product terribly disturbing to hear and
everything but enjoyable.
Using bucket brigades, digital signals are first prepared and buffered and stored before initial playout.
Tuning into streaming broadcasts is not immediate for
good reason! When you first tune in and wait 30 seconds for the show to begin so much is going on. While
you wait a safety net is being created to guide you
across all the bumps in your road ahead.
If you quickly drive under a tunnel, behind a big
truck, past dense trees or through electrical interference, the buffer will take over until you once again
have more signal to continue listening. This innovative
design made the miracle of satellite radio practical at
the beginning of the 21st century. This is standard practice for all of today’s video and audio streams. Buffering bucket brigades are essential to all we broadcast to-

day.
Technology is continuously being refined and improved. I am fascinated how audio content can now be
packetized with such finesse. Intelligent audio recognition transfers the audio stream into graceful self-standing packets to fill the buckets. You rarely hear audio
disappear in the middle of words when you encounter
complete loss of signal. Sometimes the program material will continue right up again as if you had pressed a
pause button. Thank the buffered audio sitting in your
buckets to make your entertainment experience sweet.
Digital over-the-air broadcast radio also requires
delay compensation. North America’s digital HD Radio
must be kept in synchronicity with its companion analog twin. The analog signal will always reach the transmitter long before the digitally processed HD Radio audio. Sound familiar? To compensate for the lag, the
analog version is passed through a delay. When the HD
Radio signal can no longer be resolved, the analog signal takes over seamlessly (at least in theory!)
One More Thing
Each and every piece of equipment that is added
to a program chain cumulatively adds more and more
time delay to the delivery to your home. Delay doesn’t
stop when signals leave the studio or main server facility. Oh, no! There’s more!

Master Control Room at a television distribution center.

If a station or network sends their programming to
a transmitter or off to an Internet video stream it is
once again digitized adding delay. Internet traffic is
constantly being routed and re-routed to maximize system throughput. More delay! Even your home devices
— your TV set, flat screen, mobile hand-held device —
all include digital processing. Some of today’s sophisticated home TV flat screens have built-in adjustments to
improve video-to-audio synchronicity. Someday... processing speeds may become so amazingly fast that
these delays will no longer be recognizable. One can
dream!
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Got The Time?
How do all of these players stay together and
know what to do and when to do them? How do all
those commercials and program segment files all add
up to perfect one-hour segments? You need a good conductor to keep this amazing symphony of electrons always in line and on-time. Ultra-accurate international
time standards are the key. The entire world is keeping
step to the same universal clock.
The most common and economically desirable system used throughout the broadcast industry is the Evertz 5601 MSC master clock system that not only receives time signals with extraordinary accuracy but also
produces time code data reference signals and video
and audio test signals. All of these signals are essential
within any facility that produces video content. It is the
Swiss Army knife answer when you need to get in step
with the world.

Twin Evertz IP master clocks and Evertz automatic
changeover with Masterclock display at top. [N2KZ pics.]

Master clock systems derive their accuracy from
publicly-available time reference signals that are broadcast as part of the worldwide GPS system on 1575.42,
1227.6 and
1176 MHz. In
North America
as many as
nine satellites
redundantly
cover the continent delivering
constant accurate time to
make the world
run. The Evertz
system uses
small GPS antennas manufactured by
Trimble GPS antennas
Trimble — a

company who is the industry standard for marine and
other demanding users of accurate and highly reliable
time references. It is the heart and soul of the entire
system!
Now you will wonder how we get all of these tasks
completed in such a short time! When
your program starts at 20 seconds after
the hour you’ll know that it was time
very well spent! Just sit back, relax
and enjoy.
Until next month...have a very
happy Thanksgiving! 73 and dit dit de
N2KZ ‘The Old Goat’

Fall backward
Daylight Saving Time ends at 2:00 a.m. on Sunday
November 7, 2021 when clocks are turned back 1 hour
— and in our region we move
from Eastern Daylight Time to
Eastern Standard Time.
In the United Kingdom,
British Summer Time ends at
2:00 a.m. on Sunday October
31, 2021, when the clocks go
back 1 hour to Greenwich
Mean Time. As a result, there
is a period of one week —
from October 31 to November 6 — when the usual
5 hour time difference between USA and UK is reduced
to 4 hours.
Modern devices including smartphones, computers, WWVB-synchronized clocks, ‘SmartSet’ clocks and
timers should change from Daylight Saving Time to
Standard Time automatically. Older devices may require some manual adjustment.
While checking clocks and timers, this is a good
time to test batteries in smoke detectors and inspect for
leakage in other battery-powered devices.
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Go-Box Mk II – KD2HXZ
It started off as an idea to make a mobile unit that
I could use in my wife’s car, my son’s car or a friend’s
car. Something I could take on a camping trip that
would be compact and lightweight. While being a passenger there was really no way I could transmit effectively. The HT is an option, but I wanted the 50 watts
of power offered by my Kenwood TM-V71A.
My other
ammo can mobile station
houses the
Yaesu
FTM-100DR.
That unit was
put together
by Quicksilver
Radio minus
the radio.
They used a
lead-acid battery that
weighs a ton. I
installed the
Yaesu with the
help of Lovji
N2CKD and it
has been my
Jared’s first Go-Box, based on a Quicksil“flagship” ham ver Radio “Hammo-Can™ with Yaesu
radio device
FTM-100DR and lead-acid battery.
for the last 3-4
years. The unit’s weight has proved to be a deterrent
insofar as using it frequently or for a short road/camping trip.
Due to the fact that a new car is on the horizon, I
knew the radio had to be removed from my car eventually. I had been reading about the lightweight lithium
batteries on the
market, and had
my eye on the
Bioenno series
for quite some
time. I also
wanted to go
“stealth” and not
attract attention.
The waterproof/
shockproof Pelican or Nanuk
case really appealed to me. I
selected the
Nanuk 915 waterproof hard case.
Nanuk 915 for a
variety of reasons. It also came in a couple of bucks less
than the competitive Pelican model.

I ordered some
supplies from Quicksilver Radio. Part of
the order was just the
“guts” of the HammoCan™ product they
market. It was an “assemble yourself” option which I preferred.
The Quicksilver parts
arrived, the Bioenno
9Ah battery arrived,
Quicksilver Radio Play-Series™
and the Nanuk case
quad panel can be fitted with
arrived. I removed the meters, switches and DC outlets.
radio from the car and
started assembling the new unit.
My friend Bob Wilson N2DVQ was kind enough to
get me started. Bob helped me remove some additional
wires from the car’s fuse box and then proceeded to
test the Quicksilver equipment. Bob made some wiring
modifications. I tested everything with Bob before even
putting the equipment in the Nanuk case.
The very next day, Lou KD2ITZ and Vincent
KD2VAV came over to my house and together we built
the new Nanuk Go Box! We had a lot of fun. We
worked very well together. This effort resulted in a nice
lightweight Go Box that I can now take anywhere.

Jared’s Go-Box in the Nanuk 915 hard case with Kenwood
TM-V71A dual-band transceiver, Bioenno BLF-1209A
LiFePO⁴ battery, antenna bracket and quad outlet panel.
[KD2HXZ pic.]

I want to thank all my ham friends for their time
and support on this project. We have a great club and a
very supportive ham radio community.
- Jared, KD2HXZ
Web sites:
Bioenno:
https://www.bioennopower.com/
Quicksilver:
https://qsradio.com/index.html
Nanuk cases: https://nanuk.com/
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New York QSO Party 2021
PCARA’s main entry for the New York QSO Party
on Saturday October 16 2021 was hosted by Joe
WA2MCR, using club call sign W2NYW. Because of pandemic precautions, the previous year’s entry was a joint
effort by six separate club members who submitted individual logs for a combined effort in the ‘New York
High Score Award’.
This year Joe had set up his station in the sunroom, using an Icom IC-7410 transceiver feeding an
OCF Windom antenna supported by the trees. Unfortunately a neighbor’s tree had been taken down, so the
wire antenna was no longer in a straight line, compromising performance. Computer logging was accomplished using N3FJP’s New York QSO Party Contest Log
v1.9.
Joining Joe at the 10:00 a.m. Eastern start time
was Nick KD2SKY. Together they explored 40 meters,
starting on CW then moving on to SSB. Joe reported a
successful QSO with David K2WPM operating portable
from Bear Mountain — see later report from David.

‘Worked All
Germany’ contest.
After a
torrential
downpour had
passed I returned to Joe’s
location
around
6:45 p.m. By
NYQP Saturday evening operation on
then it was
80 meter SSB.
dark and
80 meters was opening up. We worked a bunch of CW
stations with ease. The rest of the evening was spent on
80 meters, alternating between SSB and CW. The contest ended at 10:00 p.m.
Final results
Joe provided the following results as calculated by
N3FJP’s contest software.
New York QSO Party 2021, W2NYW WES.
Band
CW
Phone
Total QSOs
80m
29
37
66
40m
31
107
138
20m
0
2
2
Total contacts = 206
Total points = 18,088
W2NYW contacted 47 out of the available 62 New
York counties, plus 21 States/Provinces for a total multiplier of 68. There were 60 CW contacts which score 2
points each plus 146 phone contacts for a total of 266
points. The N3FJP software calculated a grand total of
266 × 68 = 18,088.
Here is a summary of claimed results, including
previous years.

Joe WA2MCR and Nick KD2SKY operating on 40 meters
CW during the 2021 New York QSO Party.

After Nick departed, your editor settled in with Joe
for the afternoon, beginning with 40 meter CW. We ran
into some RF interference problems affecting the logging computer — improvements to the station ground
did not improve matters. The cause turned out to be
the VGA cable between notebook and external monitor.
Unplugging this cable cured the RFI.
When there were no more CW contacts we
switched to SSB, but then found difficulty working stations upstate — possibly because of conditions and/or
the orientation of Joe’s wire antenna. Fortunately conditions improved in late afternoon allowing more upstate QSOs. We also checked 20 meters where there
were just a few NYQP stations, the rest of the band being occupied by Jamboree on the Air and DARC’s

Year
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2021

QSOs
300
463
292
352
432
392
330
206

Points Multiplier
345
83
548
100
359
81
441
86
612
87
564
73
400
90
266
68

Claimed total
28980
54800
29079
37926
53244
41172
36000
18088

There may be some modification to the 2021
claimed score after entries have been scrutinized by the
New York QSO Party organizers. Watch for final results
to appear in early 2022 at: http://nyqp.org/wordpress/
- NM9J
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New York QSO Party Portable 2021 – K2WPM

uled for the Fall “Support Your
Parks” event sponsored by
POTA. There would be lots of
POTA “hunters” on the air!

There’s only one thing more fun than a state QSO
party — doing it portable at your local park(s). I set
out to test that hypothesis in the 2021 New York QSO
Party, held October 16, 2021. Having no real thought of
“winning” anything, I did however want to test my
equipment and my operating skills... yes, get as many
QSOs and points as possible, within the rules.

Finding sites with good
antenna hangers
The day before the QSO
Party, I drove around local parks seeking to identify
good operating locations. A “good” location is one defined as follows:

The plan — combine POTA and NYQP
A tried-and-true strategy is to combine a ‘Parks On
The Air’ activation with a QSO Party. I tried this in the
2020 NYQP, and in four hours operating at two local
parks in Putnam and Westchester Counties, racked up
250 QSOs.
First, I looked
for “rare” counties
in the NYQP 2020
results. I learned
that Putnam,
Rockland and Columbia counties
combined, had a
total of 28 QSOs
for the entire contest (other than
the 88 that I
logged in Putnam).

NY QSO Party 2020 County Statistics
Ordered by Log Count
County
Erie
…
Putnam
Rockland
Seneca
Sullivan
Ulster
Warren
Wyoming
Chenango
Columbia
Delaware

QSOs
5,621
…
88
28
124
166
383
100
54
0
0
0

%
8.9%
0.1%
0.0%
0.2%
0.3%
0.6%
0.2%
0.1%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Logs
20
…
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
0
0
0

%
3.7%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.2%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%

Next, I looked for Parks On The Air within each of
these counties — preferably parks which were also
rare, i.e. had relatively few QSOs. I was pleasantly surprised to learn that this particular weekend was sched-

(1) Operating positions not too far from parking areas
(minimize lugging of gear),
(2) Good antenna hangers (trees) with welcoming limbs at
least 40 feet high, and
(3) Operation areas not too near large numbers of people
(minimize tripping over cables, etc.).
Three perfect sites were selected — at Bear Mountain State Park (Rockland County side); at Lake
Taghkanic State Park (Columbia County), and at
Claude Fahnestock State Park (Putnam County).
Parks close at dusk — about 6:30 p.m. at this time
of year — so I had to find a park that would allow me
to operate well after dark. The NY QSO Party runs from
10:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. local time. I was lucky to
make some great friendships at Fahnestock Park. Employees were well-familiar with the ham exploits of
Jonathan KC2BNW, a Fahnestock staffer who is an avid
hiker-camper ham. Check out his QRZ page for a fascinating hiking stick - multiband antenna! Manager Evan
Thompson quickly agreed that I could operate to the
10:00 p.m. deadline. Ham joy...
The plan is implemented:
Part I Bear Mountain State Park
The night before the NY State QSO Party, looking
at a map of Bear Mountain, I learned that Perkins
Tower — the high point near where I wanted to activate — is slightly inside Orange County. Ham agony...

Location chosen by David, K2WPM for NYQP operation in
Rockland County.
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so I quickly found an alternate spot on the Rockland
County side of the park, a nice boulder just off the zoo
parking area.
Two 15 Ah lithium-ion batteries, an IC-7300, a
tuner and an inverted-V linked dipole, allowed 2½
hours of operation. 140 QSOs, 52 multipliers, including
a nice QSO with Joe WA2MCR, operating W2NYW. A
good start.

A convenient boulder provided the operating position for
K2WPM in Bear Mountain State Park. [K2WPM pic.]

Part II: Lake Taghkanic State Park
Break down the operation at Bear Mountain, and a
1½ hour drive to Lake Taghkanic State Park. Three
hours off the air, finally on the air in Columbia County
at 3:30 p.m. The big pine trees at the Camp Store provided a nice operating spot. Charging my batteries en
route, I had enough juice to operate 2½ hours and
make 193 QSOs plus another 24 multipliers, mostly in
the pouring rain. Now over 25,000 points. Ready to
head for Fahnestock for a smashing finale!

Fall Foxhunt
Following the success of PCARA’s first on-foot foxhunt of May 1st 2021, Lou KD2ITZ obtained permission
from Franklin D. Roosevelt State Park management for
a second foxhunt. This was scheduled for Saturday October 23rd, immediately following PCARA Breakfast.
Despite a cool, damp start (46°F), breakfast in
Downing Park was
well-attended. The
Byonics Microfox
transmitter had
been loaned by
Fox transmitter in its fur coat.
Stan WA2NRV so at
10:15 a.m.
Al K2DMV departed from the pavilion with the furry
fella, heading for an undisclosed spot in FDR Park.
At 10:30 a.m. competitors drove from the breakfast site toward the Pool Parking Lot in FDR State Park.
Once inside the park, we encountered a number of runners and walkers taking part in the “Paws Crossed” 5K
run/walk. (Paws Crossed Animal Rescue Inc. of Elmsford, NY was celebrating its 5th anniversary).
Teams of hunters assembled at the Pool Parking lot
ahead of the 10:45 a.m. start time. Those taking part
were:
Stan WA2NRV and Verle W2VJ
Vincent KD2VAV and Tony AD2O
David KD2EVI and Lewis KD2IBT
Lou KD2ITZ
Rob AD2CT
Jim KD2WSU
Malcolm NM9J

Disaster
Break down the antenna in a deluge, put the batteries on the charger and head off south on the Taconic
State Parkway. One mile south, the windshield wipers
died. As did my great plans for ham glory. Next year...
Not a bad showing
333 QSOs and 73 multipliers, 25,308 points in five
hours of portable operation. Probably good for third or
fourth place in the state in a competitive category (Low
Power Single Operator), but always wondering, what
could have been. But you know the famous saying,
with apologies to Robert Browning:
“Ah, but a ham’s reach should exceed his grasp, or
what’s a heaven for?”
- 73 de David K2WPM

Hunters gathered at the pool parking lot in FDR State Park
included Rob AD2CT and David KD2EVI. [AD2CT pic.].

The foxhunt rules state that participants must remain on foot once the event begins. Mike N2EAB was
temporarily handicapped and had to stay in his vehicle.
Just before 10:45 a.m. fox transmissions appeared
on 146.565 MHz FM. The format was similar to the
previous hunt, with a tone sequence followed by Morse
Code ID and a pause before repeating. Bearing from
the pool parking lot seemed to be roughly northeast
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and hunters set out toward the pool approach road —
with a difficult choice ahead. We knew that Al K2DMV
would be at a location with vehicle access, located in
sight of the fox as Al had to record our arrival times.
The choice was to turn left or right. Left would
take participants southwest on the pool approach road
toward Parking Lot 6 – as in the spring event.

Turning right would head northeast on the pool
approach road toward the western section of the
“Forested Loop”. There is vehicular access to this gravel
track, roughly 0.7 miles long.
Your editor set out along the Forested Loop… I
heard later that Rob AD2CT, Jim KD2WSU and Lou
KD2ITZ followed the same route. Once I reached the

gentle crest of the track, bearing to the fox began to
swing around, more toward west. I was thinking the
fox and Al might be somewhere near the Route 202 entrance — but it was not to be.
With no hunters in sight, I turned left at the end of
the gravel track toward the park entrance. Rob’s group
cut off this sharp corner near Downing Park by following the “Mid-Park Loop” over a recently-built bridge.
At the triangular junction, the bearing shifted
again, suggesting a location down the middle Park
Road that leads to Parking Lots 5 and 6. As I reached
Parking Lot 5 — full of Asplundh’s tree removal trucks
— I saw no sign of Al’s vehicle and the bearing had
shifted west again. There is a steep, muddy track leading up out of Parking Lot 5 where I found a group of
Disc-Golf enthusiasts cheering on their own contestants. Had they seen any foxes? The answer was no.
Somewhat out of breath from the climb, I recognized the area where I emerged as near the ‘comfort
station’ and children’s playground behind Parking Lot
2. I even spotted a black Jeep at one end of the lot, but
with no sign of Al. Signals were getting stronger as I
headed toward the north end of the lot where another
Jeep appeared, this time with Al K2DMV nearby — and
no other hunters in sight.
My troubles were not over. I switched my passive
attenuator to 32 dB maximum but was still having difficulty localizing the fox. On my dual-band handi-talkie I
could see the third harmonic on 439.695 MHz becoming stronger and used this signal to narrow the search
down. I finally found our furry friend lying against a
large tree in the rough vegetation beyond the parking
lot. Al clocked my time as 11:28 a.m., some 45 minutes
after the hunt had begun. I must have walked 1½
miles. Phew!

The fox (arrowed) was discovered near Parking Lot 2,
leaning against a tree with its antenna in the air. .

Lou KD2ITZ, Jim KD2WSU and Rob AD2CT seeking the
fox along the ‘Forested Loop’ gravel track. [AD2CT pic.]

A few minutes later, Mike N2EAB arrived by vehicle, receiving an honorable mention. We then saw Vincent KD2VAV and Tony AD2O approaching from the
southeast. They had similar difficulty localizing the fox
among the trees but eventually the critter was found.
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Hunters, tired — but satisfied — were ferried back
to the starting point courtesy of Mike N2EAB and
Al K2DMV. There we could compare notes, realize how
hungry we were after so much exercise and resolve to
improve our technique further for next time.

Vincent KD2VAV and Tony AD2O approach Parking Lot 2.

After a while, three separate individual hunters
were spotted probing in the undergrowth north of
Parking Lot 2. In order of discovery, Al logged Rob
AD2CT, Jim KD2WSU and Lou KD2ITZ.

Al K2DMV (left) with the hunters who arrived at Parking
Lot 2 in FDR Park.[Pic by N2EAB].

The gentle hills and valleys within FDR Park were
causing variations in signal strength and some very odd
reflections — with the fox much farther from the start
than anyone had expected.

Cross-section of FDR State Park west-to-east shows topography from Taconic State Parkway in the west to Forested
Loop and higher ground in the east.
Lou KD2ITZ and Rob AD2CT search through the undergrowth near Parking Lot 2 for the elusive fox.

Here are the hunter arrival times as recorded by
Al, K2DMV:
1.
(HM
2.
3.
4.
5.

11:28 a.m.
11:32 a.m.
11:35 a.m.
11:58 a.m.
12:00 noon
12:01 p.m.

Thanks to Lou KD2ITZ and Al K2DMV for arranging another challenging hunt and to Stan WA2NRV for
loan of the hidden transmitter.

Malcolm NM9J
Mike N2EAB/M, hon. mention)
Vincent KD2VAV and Tony AD2O
Rob AD2CT
Jim KD2WSU
Lou KD2ITZ

That left two teams still out in the field. Since it
was now midday, Al offered to guide or drive remaining
hunters to the end of the course. We heard that Lewis
KD2IBT and David KD2ITZ had searched around the
Stone Barns trail without success, then investigated the
area south of the pool. Meanwhile Stan WA2NRV and
Verle W2VJ were using “body fade” technique. They
followed the Mid-Park Loop to Parking Lot 5 where
they lost the signal. They were on the way to Parking
Lot 1 when Al picked them up in his Jeep.
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Sir Clive Sinclair
British inventor and entrepreneur Sir Clive Sinclair
died on September 16,
2021 aged 81. On this side
of the Atlantic his name
may only be familiar if you
owned a ZX80, ZX81 or
Timex Sinclair TS1000 microcomputer from the
1980s. In Great Britain and
other parts of the world he
is remembered for computers and the other low-cost
electronic devices that he
Sir Clive Sinclair.
introduced to a wide audience.
I have my own memories of Clive Sinclair… as author, manufacturer of tiny radios, electronic calculators
and low-cost computers — plus an early pioneer of
electric vehicles.
A bright spark
Clive Sinclair was born in 1940 to a family of engineers in Richmond, Surrey, a leafy suburb of West London. Because of the World War II blitz his family evacuated to Devon. He was educated at various private
schools in SE England and left school after passing
A-Level examinations in Mathematics and Physics —
similar to the U.S. Advanced Placement exams.
While at high school, Clive Sinclair became fascinated with mathematics and electronics. He designed a
calculator based on punched cards and devised miniature amplifiers and radios from an untidy bedroom. At
age 17 he had his first article published in Practical
Wireless — the leading U.K. magazine for radio hobbyists. “A Super-sensitive Transistor Receiver” appeared in
the March 1958 issue, describing a single-transistor regenerative design for medium wave (AM-band) reception.

Clive Sinclair’s first article for U.K. Magazine ‘Practical
Wireless’ appeared in the March 1958 edition.

Clive Sinclair decided not to go to University — he
had been dreaming about starting his own business,
buying components and selling electronic kits. To raise
the cash, he wrote another article for Practical Wireless,
published as the cover story of the November 1958 edition. “The Micro-Midget” describes a three-transistor
medium wave receiver with reflex design, where the RF
stage does double-duty as an audio amplifier.

Clive Sinclair’s second article for ‘Practical Wireless’ appeared in the November 1958 edition. “The Micro Midget”
describes a miniature radio receiver. The photo top right is
probably of the young designer himself.

Still seeking cash for his business, Clive Sinclair
applied for the job of “Editorial Assistant” at Practical
Wireless and was accepted. After a few months, the
magazine’s well-known editor F.J. Camm became ill
and Clive took over. Quite a leap for an eighteen year
old!
Bernard’s books
While manning the
Practical Wireless
booth at the Earls
Court Radio Show,
Clive was head-hunted
by Bernard Babani, becoming ‘General Editor’
of Bernards (Publishers) Ltd in late 1958.
Since 1942, Bernard
Babani had produced
more than one hundred
“Bernards Radio Manuals” — slim booklets for
radio enthusiasts. They
were soon joined by
additional titles bearing One of Clive Sinclair’s books for
the name of Clive Sin- Bernards Radio Manuals.
clair including “No. 148 Practical Transistor Receivers
Book 1; 1959 (30 circuits)” and “No. 163 Transistor
Circuits Manual 2; 1960. (13 circuits)”
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I came across Bernards Radio Manuals in the early
1960s while hunting for components at Southport’s
main electronics emporium ‘D.M. Rogers’. There were
rumors at the time that the series’ prolific author and
editor had begun writing in his teens.
After leaving Bernard Babani, Clive Sinclair found
another job with United Trade Press as assistant editor
of the trade journal Instrument Practice. A survey of
semiconductors provided him with an introduction to
the UK’s semiconductor manufacturers — where he discovered that out-of-specification devices could be purchased in bulk at low cost.
Clive’s company
In order to pursue his interest in miniature products with a small number of components, Clive Sinclair
set up his own company in 1961 named “Sinclair Radionics Ltd” Its first product was the Micro-Amplifier,
a miniature audio amplifier launched in 1962. Clive
Sinclair ran his one-man company from a London office
with the help of two companies located 60 miles away
in Cambridge — Cambridge Consultants Ltd and Polyhedron Services. They received the incoming orders,
assembled kits, printed instructions and mailed out the
products.

Sinclair Radionics ad from Dec 1962 Practical Wireless.

The “Micro-Amplifier” employed
“micro-alloy transistors” manufactured by
U.K. company Plessey under license from
Philco. Clive Sinclair was purchasing
Plessey/Semiconductors’ out-of-spec germanium devices in bulk at low cost then
testing and sorting them for use in his
own designs.
The next product from Sinclair Radionics was the Sinclair Slimline, a
medium wave (AM) receiver incorporating two micro-alloy transistors in a reflex
circuit. Cost in 1963 was 49s 6d —
roughly $7.00. The Slimline was followed

Plessey
micro-alloy
diffused transistor.

by the Sinclair
Micro-6,
launched in
1964. Described as
“The World’s
smallest radio”, the Micro-6 kit cost
59s 6d. The
circuit incorporated three
micro-alloy
transistors in
another regenerative reflex
design.
Let’s jump
to Southport
in the mid1960s where I
had been
Advert for the Sinclair Micro-6 from April
reading
1966 Practical Wireless.
monthly issues
of Practical Wireless and noting the bold half-page and
full-page adverts for Sinclair products. After I left
Grammar School, I had a temporary job in the lab at
Southport’s Bob Martins. The cost of a Sinclair Micro-6
was most of my weekly wage,
but I did purchase one of the
kits. I remember the minimalist design employed a compression trimmer as variable
capacitor for the tuning control. The ad explained how
“The Micro-Six tunes over the
entire medium waveband with
increased coverage at the high
frequency end to provide improved separation of ContinenMicro-6 compression
tal stations.” (What this really
trimmer is located below
means is that when the comthe ferrite rod antenna.
pression trimmer is fully unscrewed, the rate of capacity change slows down,
spreading stations out at the high end of the band.)
One problem with the tiny radio was its battery
clips — consisting of loops of springy, gold-plated wire
cut from the micro-alloy transistor leads then soldered
to the circuit board. The wire loops held a pair of
ZM312 mercury cells in place — if you were lucky!

Bending and installation of the Micro-6 battery clips.
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from trying to receive the same radio station on a conventional FM receiver.

Sinclair Micro-6 schematic had three transistors.

The circuit design included a TRF (tuned-radiofrequency) front end with very broad tuning — best
suited to reception of strong, local signals. I remember
using the tiny radio during lunch breaks at my temporary job. It could receive offshore pirate Radio Caroline
North, located 70 miles away across the Irish Sea. The
ship-based station was transmitting from the Isle of
Man with 10 kW on ‘259 meters’ — 1187 kHz AM.
Sinclair Radionics’ next product was the Sinclair
Micro-FM, introduced in kitform in 1965 for £5 19s 6d. Instead of a regenerative, reflex
design, this was an actual superhet receiver for the 88 – 108
MHz FM band. But with Clive
Sinclair’s desire to minimize
component count and costs,
performance was not quite as
impressive as the advertising
suggested. The design consisted
of an untuned RF amplifier
feeding a self-oscillating mixer
which converted the incoming
signal to a low intermediate frequency instead of the usual
10.7 MHz. The I.F. output on
Sinclair Micro-FM.
roughly 110 kHz was amplified
by three more transistors, with the last stage limiting
the waveform to a square wave, feeding a pulse-counting detector stage. The seventh transistor acted as earphone-level audio output. This approach removed the
need for alignment as the RF tuned circuits, IF and discriminator transformers of a standard superhet had all
been eliminated.

Sinclair Micro-FM schematic had just one tuned circuit.

An acquaintance was demonstrating his Micro-FM
on a rail journey… where we discovered that local oscillator radiation, just 110 kHz away from the MicroFM’s signal frequency, would block anyone else nearby

Clive’s calculators
The next Sinclair product I encountered was a calculator kit. Sinclair Radionics had launched its first calculator in 1972 with the Sinclair Executive. This was
an impressively thin design, sold as a completed product for £79. It was based on a Texas Instruments calculator chip, with the supply voltage pulsed on and off to
reduce battery drain.
The Sinclair Cambridge that I purchased in 1974
continued Uncle Clive’s philosophy of selling new technology as cheap
as possible. It
was available as
a kit for £24.95
or assembled
for £29.95 plus
VAT. I purchased
the kit with its
eight-LED Bowmar display. The
GI/TI calculator
chip was capable of four basic
operations +, –
×, ÷. The seven
segment red
LEDs were tiny
but cunningly
positioned behind a set of
December 1973 Practical Wireless ad for
lenses so they
Sinclair Cambridge calculator kit.
appeared larger
when illuminated. The power supply consisted of four
AAA batteries which ran down very quickly.
Despite these drawbacks, the Sinclair Cambridge
proved to be an advance over earlier methods of calculation such as logarithms and slide rules.
The next calculator that I purchased was a Sinclair Oxford Scientific. This was a
much better design, with an 8-digit
green vacuum fluorescent display.
Mathematical functions such as sin,
cos, tan, ¹/x, x² and square root were
available from the keypad by pressing the “F” (function) key. The calculator had an internal 9 volt battery
which also ran down rapidly when
switched on — so an external power
supply was advisable. Cost was
£29.95 plus VAT in 1977.
Sinclair Radionics continued to Sinclair Oxford
produce innovative products includ- Scientific calculaing more calculators, a hand held
tor.
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television and an LED digital watch. Unfortunately Japanese companies were producing much better calculators and watches with liquid crystal displays and far
longer battery life. Sinclair Radionics was heading for
trouble and the company assets had to be sold off.
Micro re-birth
Meanwhile microprocessors were on the rise and I
remember seeing adverts in 1978 for the MK14 microcomputer kit available for £39.95 + VAT from “Science
of Cambridge Ltd”, another company that had been
formed by Clive Sinclair. The kit was very basic: “The
MK14 is a complete microcomputer with a keyboard, a display, 8 × 512byte pre-programmed
PROMs, and a 256-byte
RAM programmable
through the keyboard. As
such the MK14 can handle
dozens of user-written
programs through the
hexadecimal keyboard.”
This was the first
time I had seen the
word “program” with
American spelling in a
British magazine! The
Science of Cambridge MK14
MK14 looked more like
microcomputer advert.
a programmable calculator than a true microcomputer— but this was at a time
when computers with full-size keyboards and displays
cost £1000 and upward.
“Science of Cambridge” was renamed Sinclair
Computers Ltd, followed by Sinclair Research Ltd. The
organization was responsible for the Sinclair ZX80,
launched in 1980 as a £79.95 kit and ready built for
£99.95. The ZX80 had a membrane keyboard and required a TV set for
the display, but it
was significantly
cheaper than any
other microcomputer available at
the time and attracted a large following. It was followed by the
ZX81 and the
ZX Spectrum in
1982. The
ZX Spectrum had
a color display
and went on to
become the UK’s
Clive Sinclair with the Sinclair
best-selling micro- ZX Spectrum computer.

computer. The ZX81 and Spectrum machines were also
manufactured by Timex Sinclair for the U.S. market.
These successes were officially noted in the U.K.
when Clive Sinclair — as Chairman of Sinclair Research
— received a knighthood in the Queen’s 1983 Birthday
Honours, becoming known as Sir Clive Sinclair. .
See Clive drive
The last initiative of Clive Sinclair that I remember
from my time in the UK was the “C5”, an electric vehicle launched in 1985. The C5 had a molded plastic
body and was powered by a 12 volt lead-acid battery
driving a 250 watt washing machine motor. This was
insufficiently powerful for even a gentle slope and required pedal assistance from the rider. Reviews of the
C5 were not kind — range was limited and the vehicle
was too low for safe use in heavy traffic. One C5 description that I remember was “a motorized hip-bath”.
It was not a success.

Sir Clive Sinclair pilots a Sinclair C5 electric vehicle during
the launch event in January 1985.

I think the C5 episode shows just how far Clive
Sinclair was ahead of his time — if he had access in
1985 to today’s lithium-ion batteries and rare earth
magnet electric motors, he could have had a winner.
Here are a few web sites that provided useful information for this article:
Practical Wireless archive: https://worldradiohistory.com/
Practical_Wireless_Magazine.htm
Planet Sinclair: http://rk.nvg.ntnu.no/sinclair/contents.htm

Vintage Calculators: http://www.vintagebritishcalculators.info/
html/sinclair.html

Richard Torrens recollections: http://diy.torrens.org/Sinclair/index.html
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The Radio Olympics –
a review by N2SO

with two wire dipoles
for the lower bands,
the required tent, furniture and portable
generator in less than
an hour by the volunteer “Beam Team”. In
addition, Jim provides
valuable guidance on
more esoteric topics
such as terrain analysis and proximity calculations, which are
important to hams
who choose to do
their operation in the
field. Similar to all
Olympic events, there “Contact Sport” a story of chamare numerous social
pions, airwaves, and a one-day
gatherings and tours
race around the world, by
on each WRTC orgaJ.K. George. [N2SO pic.]
nizer’s schedules.
Jim’s description of one such event, the “Ham Widows
Ball” is truly hilarious and a joy to read.
Of course, before you can become a competitor at
a WRTC event, you are required to qualify by proving
you have the necessary skill set to be a contender by
doing extremely well at several contests in the three
years before the event. Jim’s book details how some
qualifiers achieved their success despite having only a
modest or even no station at home or had been out of
the hobby for many years before qualifying. It is truly
heartening to realize what can be
accomplished in
ham radio or in
fact any endeavor by focused determination. Jim focuses
first on the only
women’s team of
Sandy Räker
DL1QQ and Irina
Stieber DL8DYL
and tells their remarkable story of
Jim N3BB with Sandy Räker, DL1QQ,
growing up on
captain of the German women’s team. opposite sides of
a divided Germany and how they obtained their calls at
an early age. Their team would be strong competitors
as women seem to have an edge on phone due to the
higher timbre of their voice. In addition, Irina had superior Morse skills because of her training in HST (high
speed telegraphy), a sport of its own in Eastern Europe.
Jim’s gentle and self-deprecating humor shows in

Contact Sport, George, J.K. (Jim), Greenleaf Book
Group Press, Austin TX (2016)
I recently received a QSL
card from Jim N3BB for a
QSO we made last January.
He reminded me of the book
he had published called Contact Sport and asked me to
recommend it to my friends.
Whether you are a complete
neophyte, a casual operator or
an experienced serious operator, you will find Jim’s book
both entertaining and instructive. Like the best of sports reJim George, N3BB.
porting, you will find plenty of
excitement and play-by-play
action including a razor thin competition for the thirdplace finishers.
If you appreciate creative
non-fiction, you will enjoy Jim’s
book which is written in the
style of Eric Larson’s Thunderstruck which relates the interwoven stories of an unlikely
murderer and Guglielmo Marconi, the creator of radio communication. Jim’s book relates
the exciting story of a worldwide Olympic-style “radiosporting” event. As described in Jim’s
book, a radio contest is “like a
giant video game in which the video portion is entirely
imaginary”.
The contest took place in 2014 along the I-495
corridor, the suburban area west of Boston, MA. The
competitors were 59 two-person teams from 38 different countries. The contest is sponsored by the World
Radiosport Team Championship (WRTC) and like the
Olympics is a face-off every four years. Unlike most
sporting events the competitors interact with the fans. I
was one of those fans and enjoyed my participation immensely. The WRTC https://wrtc.info/ is responsible for
selecting the event organizer and location of each
event. In 2014 the event organizer was The New England WRTC2014 Organizing Committee
https://wrtc2014.org/. The 2020 event was to be held in
Italy but has been re-scheduled for 2023.
If you are fan of the annual ARRL Field Day, you
will enjoy Jim’s description of the Organizer’s equipment list which can serve as check-off list for your next
event. You will also learn how it is possible to assemble
and raise a tri-band beam on a 40-foot tower along
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his charming discussion of navigation throughout the
book. He had volunteered to be a driver and was assigned to the
German team
of Manfred
Wolf DJ5MW
and Stefan
von Baltz
DL1IAO who
would be accompanied by
Wes Kosinky
SP4Z, their
referee. They
drew site 15W
(W1P) 1½
Manfred DJ5MW, and Stefan DL1IAO.
hours south of
the HQ Hotel and at least 15 miles off of I-495. Their
site was one of 17 similar competition sites scattered
deep in the wilds of the Myles Standish State Forest in
the far southeastern corner of Massachusetts. As an
“embedded” member of the team, Jim was responsible
for driving the members of the team to and from the
site and this allowed him to observe their operation
and incidentally share in their challenges. Being both
GPS challenged and having a less than intuitive sense
of direction made for a harrowing and exasperating experience to his foreign guests. Jim’s description of his
experience (or lack of) among the bogs and ponds of
SE Massachusetts shows how a talented writer can
make a true adventure tale come alive for the reader.
Jim spends a good deal of time discussing the various problems and complaints encountered by the various teams as they make final preparations for the onset
of the competition. However, each incident offers
lessons in how ham radio hobbyists have always shown
a particular skill in solving unforeseen technological
and/or mechanical problems in surprising and effective
ways.
Although the book avoids the use of highly technical terms and jargon, it can well serve as a primer on
best practices of ham radio operation. Whether your interest leans towards DXing (chasing after an elusive
foreign country), fox hunting (finding a hidden transmitter), rag chewing (casual conversation with your
QSO partner), field and mobile operation or contesting,
the principles are the same. Jim does a masterful job of
describing the required initial organizing, choice and
installation of equipment, set-up and location, final
testing and operating strategy. And while no book on
HF contesting would be complete without some discussion of propagation, Jim manages to provide it in a
simple and clear manner making a highly complex
topic easily understandable.
Enjoy the book and see you on the air!
- 73 Charles N2SO

Run Against Hunger
2021
The 2021 Harry Chapin
Memorial Run/Walk against
Hunger took place on Sunday
October 17th 2021. This was
the 41st year that the organizers have been raising awareness of hunger in the community. (2020 was a pandemic
virtual event with participants encouraged to run or
walk safely when and where they wanted.)
The very first Run Against Hunger was organized
to commemorate singer-songwriter Harry Chapin —
who supported the cause of combating hunger up to his
unfortunate death in an auto accident in 1981. Proceeds from the annual event are donated to five
Westchester-based non-profits and to three national/
international organizations.
David KD2EVI met with the Run organizers on Saturday October 2nd. He was able to report to October’s
PCARA meeting that around 800 participants were expected and the organizers would like a second shadow
to cover the EMS vehicle located at the school. The order of the three races would be the same as in 2019.
Sunday setup
Sunday October 17 dawned cooler than the previous few days, with temperatures around 50°F. Fortunately the heavy overnight rain had ceased and the sun
was shining, raising temperatures to 58°F by mid-day.
Greg KB2CQE paid an early morning visit to the
Westchester County RACES truck which was setting up
at Croton-Harmon
High School. He
brought a supply of
race maps for Net
Control along with a
listing of station locations as requested by
the Race Organizers.
WECA members
present at the school
included Alan N2YGK,
Public Service Director
Kathleen KC2VCT,
Robert N2TSE, and
net control Steve
KD2OFD. The role of
Organizer’s shadow
would be filled by Victor KC2UAP while
Elizabeth KD2QYL
Westchester County RACES truck
would be liaising with at Croton-Harmon High School.
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Croton EMS’ Incident Command 55-11. [Thanks to
Greg KB2CQE and Al K2DMV for clarifying several of
these station assignments.]
Your editor had arranged with Al K2DMV to meet
at Al’s first assigned location in order to observe events
“out in the field”. Arriving at the north end of the Croton Gorge Trail around 7:40 a.m., I was surprised to
see an unexpected black SUV — then found Al was already operating from within.
5K Run/Walk
Start time for the 5K Run had been moved forward
from 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. The route begins at Croton-Harmon High School then proceeds down Old Post
Road South via Truesdale Drive to Cedar Lane, returning north on Nordica Drive and Truesdale Drive to the
start of the Croton Gorge Trail at Silver Lake Parking
Lot. The Silver Lake Water Stop 1 was manned once
again by Robert N2TSE. The route then proceeds for
half a mile through the woods to the Mile 2 marker at
the end of the Trail where vehicle access is blocked by a
large rock.
Shortly after arrival, Al and I were joined by a
group of cheerleaders and additional helpers who
would guide participants from the end of the trail
around into Cleveland Drive. Two All-Terrain-Vehicles
from Ossining EMS and Buchanan Engine Company
joined us along with an official photographer who was
capturing shots of runners as they passed by.

Al K2DMV watches the Ossining and Buchanan All Terrain
Vehicles arriving at north end of the Croton Gorge Trail.

The 5K race began from outside Croton-Harmon
High School. We had been asked by Net Control to report bib numbers of the first three male and first three
female runners. Robert N2TSE identified the first runners to pass Silver Lake and a few minutes later we saw
the Croton Police bicycle rider approaching the end of
the trail, just ahead of runner #736, Avi Portillo who
went on to finish the course in 18m 30s. The first female runner #749 Charlotte Green finished in
29m 15s. A total of 229 walkers and runners took part
in the 5K event.

One of the Run Against Hunger
participants was our very own Masa
JR1AQN. He had taken part in the 5K
Run with bib number 667, finishing
31st out of 143 runners overall, 2nd
out of 6 in his Age Division, with a
run time of 27m 25s. Al and I had not
spotted Masa at Mile 2, but he saw us.
Congratulations Masa!
Al and I stayed at the end of Croton Gorge Trail until the last of the
walkers had passed by at 9:25 a.m.
We then moved down Cleveland Drive
to Gerstein Street, ready for the next
assignment.

Masa JR1AQN
finishes the 5K
event. [Run Against

10K Run
The main event of the day is the Hunger pic.]
10K run which starts from CrotonHarmon High School then sweeps around Croton-onHudson, north on Cleveland Drive to Gerstein Street,
crossing Route 129 at Wood Road then proceeding
along Batten Road into the Town of Cortlandt and
across the New Croton Dam. The route then turns
south along Quaker Ridge Road, crossing the River at
the low spot on Quaker Bridge Road, then returns to
the High School via Route 129, Jacoby Street and
Cleveland Drive.
The organizers had requested radio coverage for
their own Shadow, for the EMS Incident Command vehicle, for the Trail Car and for seven Mile Points/Water
Stops around the course. Six out of the seven posts
were filled by a combination of WECA and PCARA personnel.
Greg KB2CQE had relocated from the High School
to his customary spot at Water Stop #1 on Batten
Road. Radio amateurs posted around the 10K course
had been asked to report bib numbers of the first three
male and first three female runners to Net Control for
forwarding to
the Run Organizers via their
radio shadow.
Run organizers Mike
Grayeb and
Jud Ramaker
kept up a running commentary over the
public address
Mike Grayeb (back to camera) interviews
system to inparticipants outside the High School.
form spectators at the High School about what was happening.
Al K2DMV took up his position monitoring Mile
Point 6 from Peter Beet Lane, close to Croton Free Li-
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brary on Cleveland Drive. This gave us a fine view of
runners departing from the High School at 10:00 a.m.,
heading north on Cleveland Drive to Gerstein Street.

Runners in the 10K event head north on Cleveland Drive.

We also caught sight of David KD2EVI who was in
the white Subaru Trail Car, behind the last of the 10K
participants.
David was operating /mobile and transmitting position data
through APRS
for the benefit
of net control.
One additional Trail Car manned by David KD2EVI followed the last of the 10K runners.
runner, #68
started 20 minutes late and passed us by, initially behind the Trail Car.
Greg KB2CQE reported lead runners #74 and #88
passing Water Stop 1 on Batten Road around 10:12
a.m. Greg subsequently noted a good deal of vehicular
traffic going by his location. Runners had to cross Rt.
129 then proceed across Croton Dam where they encountered Water Stop 2, located at the south east end
of the dam. This location was manned by Alan N2YGK,
who reported at 10:14 a.m. that lead runner #78 had
just passed. When Net Control subsequently asked
about vehicle access to the dam, Alan was able to report that the cable was down ready for passage of the
official Trail Car, which crossed the dam at 10:41 a.m.
Al and I were able to track the Trail Car using web site
https://aprs.fi/ on our cell phones.
The 10K route turns south along Quaker Ridge
Road, where Russ N2AMP was located at the entrance
to the Danish Home, also known as Water Stop 3/Mile
4. Russ reported passage of lead runner #78 at 10:23
a.m. The next report came from Robert N2TSE located
at Water Stop 4 on Jacoby Street.
Al and I waited for the runners to come down
Cleveland Lane to the Mile 6 marker near the end of

the course. Our first warning was a police vehicle with
lights flashing, followed by lead runner #78, who
passed our location at 10:38 a.m., well ahead of anyone else. I was assisting Al to identify bib numbers by
taking zoomed-in pictures of the lead runners. These
details could then be passed to Net Control.
First place in the
10K event was awarded
to runner #78 Ian
Stowe —with a course
time of 35m 24s. The
first female runner was
#144 Marisa Mancini in
a time of 48m 50s. A total of 134 participants
took part in the 10K inperson run. By the time
the last runner and Trail
Car had passed the 6Runners #78 Ian Stowe and
mile marker, most of the #144 Maria Mancini at Mile 6,
out-stations had been
close to finishing as first male
stood down.
and first female in 10K event.
One mile Fun Run
The final event of the day was the one mile Fun
Run which begins on Cleveland Drive, south of Veteran’s Corners then follows Cleveland to Gerstein
Street and the turn-around point at CET (Carrie E
Tompkins) Elementary School. Al and I relocated from
Peter Beet Lane to the intersection of Gerstein Street
and Cleveland Lane where we could keep an eye on
runners making the turn at the school.
The Fun Run began at 11:45 a.m. Some 234 participants took part running, walking or with strollers.
We were able to report that runner #997 was in the
lead. After the sweep vehicle reached our location and
the last runner/walker had turned around we reported
the fact and were stood down.
Final thoughts
After the COVID virtual event of October 2020, it
was pleasant to be back on the ground around Crotonon-Hudson. The low-lying Croton River Gorge is an especially difficult area for cell phones and radios but
PCARA and WECA volunteers provided essential communications and were ready to call for assistance in
case any participant got into difficulties. Fortunately,
there was no need for any emergency messages.
Some out-stations had difficulty copying Net Control during the early part of this year’s Run Against
Hunger. There were several periods of low radio activity when other operators decided to put out general
calls. This resulted in an explanation from Net Control
that a directed net was in progress. Al and David suggested occasional announcements to make others
aware of the net operation taking place.
- NM9J
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PCARA apparel
Redesigned PCARA baseball caps were made available in March 2021. These adjustable-size hats are embroidered with the
PCARA logo, club
name, U.S. flag and
your call sign by local
uniform supply store
RescueStuff. More
than ten hats have
been ordered by members. They are still
Otto cap with adjustable hook
available in a choice
and loop band at back.
of colors — black,
navy blue, royal blue, forest green or red at a cost of
$24.00. (See NM9J at a meeting.)
Greg KB2CQE recently inquired about availability
of shirts and jackets from the same supplier. Polo shirts
are in a difficult supply position, but Hanes Beefy-T
Short Sleeve T-shirts can be supplied embroidered with
logo and call sign for approximately $19.00 in sizes S–
to-XL and a choice of colors.
For outerwear, a “Three Seasons Jacket” by Game
Workwear is available
in sizes SM-to-5XL.
The jacket is wind and
water resistant with a
nylon shell and
polyester fleece lining.
The front zipper has a
storm flap, pockets are
also zippered and the
jacket is machine
washable. Colors
available include
black, dark green, maroon, navy blue, royal
9400 Three Seasons Jacket.
blue or red. Cost with
embroidered logo and call sign would be in the region
of $65.00.
Another suggestion from RescueStuff is the “Commander Jacket” which
is also available in
sizes SM-to-5XL. Specifications are similar
to the Three Seasons
Jacket, with the addition of 3M™ 2 inchwide reflective fabric
tape, reflective piping
along the shoulder
seam and a side zipper to accommodate
accessory equipment.
Two colors are avail9450 Commander Jacket.

able, navy blue or a lighter royal blue. Cost with embroidered logo and call sign would be in the region of
$90.00.
For further details of jacket colors and actual sizes,
go to: https://www.gamesportswear.com then click on “Outerwear” in the left margin and select either “9400
THREE SEASONS JACKET” or “9450 COMMANDER
JACKET”. Inch-sizes are available by clicking on “Specifications”.

10 meter simplex test
On Monday evening, October 18 Jay NE2Q conducted a simplex net on 10 meter SSB, 28.445 MHz.
Jay’s intention was to calibrate the signal strength meters that are standard in most modern HF transceivers.
Those taking part included Joe WA2MCR, David
KD2EVI, Lou KD2ITZ and Kevin N2KZE. We also had
DX check-ins from Mark KB9UMI in Indiana, Jim
KA9ZAK in Michigan, Mike KC9PNO in Indiana and
Bob K8EJM in Ohio.
Jay instructed everyone to transmit at three power
output levels: 100 watts, then 50 watts and finally
25 watts output. This sequence would reduce power
output in 3dB steps. Participants should note the S-meter readings at each power level and whether or not
they had a preamp switched in. As well as demonstrating 10 meter coverage, the readings would provide a
guide to each user’s S-meter sensitivity.
The IARU Region 1
Technical Recommendation R.1 states that between S1 and S9 each
S unit should indicate a
power ratio of 6dB
(4×), then past S9 the
meter should indicate
actual decibels over S9.
S9 should be equivalent
to a power of -73dBm
Traditional S-meter.
(50µV into 50Ω). However, S-meters sensitivities can be different from this
standard, especially in older radios.
Most results reported by members of the net
showed an S-meter sensitivity of approximately 3dB
per S-unit from S1 to S9. S-meter readings above S9
were accurate in a couple of cases, but in other cases,
the S-meter was “pinned” with identical readings at
two or even all three different power levels.
Afterward, Jay NE2Q suggested a future test with
just himself transmitting an accurate 100, 50, 25, 12.5
and 6.25 watts. He would radiate a steady carrier to
provide a constant S-meter reading instead of the variable results with SSB. Jay’s five power levels would correspond to a 3dB power decrease per step, a total of
12dB from 100 to 6.25 watts.
- NM9J
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Peekskill / Cortlandt
Amateur Radio Association
Mail: PCARA, PO Box 146, Crompond, NY 10517
E-Mail: mail ‘at’ pcara.org
Web site: http://www.pcara.org
PCARA on Facebook: http://facebook.com/
pcarahamradio
PCARA Update Editor: Malcolm Pritchard, NM9J
E-mail: NM9J ‘at’ arrl.net
Newsletter contributions are always very welcome!
Archive: http://nm9j.com/pcara/newslett.htm
PCARA Information
PCARA is a Non-Profit Community Service
Organization. PCARA meetings take place the first
Sunday of each month (apart from holidays, July/
August break and pandemics). Talk-in is available on the
146.67 repeater.
PCARA Repeaters
W2NYW: 146.67 MHz -0.6, PL 156.7Hz
KB2CQE: 449.925MHz -5.0, PL 179.9Hz
N2CBH: 448.725MHz -5.0, PL 107.2Hz

PCARA Calendar
Masks and Social Distancing may be required.

Sat Nov 6: PCARA Membership meeting, New Location:
Cortlandt Town Center CUE Room. 9:00 a.m.
Sat Nov 6: PCARA V.E. Test Session, 11:00 a.m., John C.
Hart Memorial Library, Shrub Oak. Outdoors, see below.
Sat Nov 20: PCARA Breakfast, 9:00 a.m., Uncle
Giuseppe’s, 380 Downing Dr, Yorktown Hgts, 9:00 a.m.

Hamfests
Check with organizers before leaving.
Sat Nov 6: New Jersey Antique RC Swapmeet, Parsippany PAL,
33 Baldwin Road, Parsippany NJ. 8:00 a.m.
Sun Nov 14: LIMARC Hamfest, Levittown Hall, 201 Levittown
Parkway, Hicksville, NY. 8:45 a.m.

VE Test Sessions
Check with the contact before leaving.
Nov 6, 13, 20, 27: Westchester ARC, 19 Hunts Bridge Rd,
Yonkers NY. 12:00 noon. Must contact VE, (914) 237-5589.
Nov 6, 13, 20, 27: NYC-Westchester ARC, 43 Hart Ave, Yonkers
NY. 12:00 noon. Must contact VE (646) 225-8600.
Nov 6: PCARA, John C. Hart Memorial Library, 1130 E Main St.,
Shrub Oak NY. 11:00 a.m. Must contact Michael W2IG
w2igg‘at’yahoo.com, (914) 488-9196.
Nov 11: WECA, Westchester County Fire Training Center
4 Dana Rd., Room 3, Valhalla NY. 7:00 p.m. Must contact Stanley
Rothman (914) 831-3258, wa2nrv‘at’weca.org.
Nov 19: Orange County ARC, Munger Cottage, 183 Main St,
Cornwall NY. 6:00 p.m. Contact Joe DeLorenzo, (845) 534-3146,
w2bcc‘at’arrl.net

Peekskill / Cortlandt Amateur Radio Association Inc.
PO Box 146
Crompond, NY 10517
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